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Delta-EE Research Services
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Subscription Research Services

Our yearly subscription research services focus on a particular area of the new energy transition. They allow 
clients to fully understand the areas of new energy their business is focused on, and future market direction.

Whether you’re a smart home provider looking for the next market to target or a network company needing to 
keep up to date with the developing flexibility market, we’ll find the relevant services for you.

Ad hoc support from our team of energy experts is also included.

For more information regarding Delta-EE’s bespoke consultancy projects, visit www.delta-ee.com/consultancy. 

Delta-EE enables organisations to develop the best strategies, business models and customer 

propositions for the energy transition. We do this, depending on clients’ needs, through our 

subscription research services and bespoke consultancy projects requested by clients.

How it works

http://www.delta-ee.com/consultancy
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Global Hydrogen Intelligence Service Features
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Subscribers have access to research and support

In-Depth Reports
Summarising recent activity and the state of play in 

a particular sector, development area or 

geographical location. Accompanied by an intuitive 
dashboard for data exploration, this provides a 

more narrative exploration of our database.

Project Profiles
Profiles offering a snapshot of particularly 

noteworthy clean hydrogen projects, 

highlighting what makes them stand out and 
their implications for the wider sector

Viewpoints
Insight into particular aspects of the hydrogen 

sector, offering expert opinion on the 

opportunities and prospects along the 
hydrogen value chain, including how hydrogen 

links into the wider energy system.

Analyst Support
Ad hoc support from our expert 

team of Analysts

Databases
The data you need to make the 

best decisions for your business, 

including customer research

New Energy Summit
Discounted entry to our New 

Energy Summit, giving you the 

chance to learn from industry 
experts and network
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Clean Hydrogen Projects Database

◼ Tracking production of low carbon hydrogen with a focus 

on green (water electrolysis) and blue hydrogen (fossil 
fuels and CCS)

◼ Clean hydrogen distribution whether via blended or pure 

hydrogen networks, or via haulage or shipping
◼ Key end-use applications across mobility, industry, heat 

and power sectors
◼ Linkages with the wider energy transition including 

interaction of electrolysers with electricity and 

integration of clean hydrogen with natural gas networks

Updated frequently, the database tracks over 100 types of 
information on clean hydrogen projects, such as country of 
origin, companies involved, sector of application, 

investment and many more.

The database is accessed through a user-friendly, intuitive 
series of dashboards corresponding to our topic reports to 
improve client interaction with our hard to get data.
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Covering live, planned and announced clean hydrogen projects in 
key global locations, focusing on the whole value chain
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Global Hydrogen Intelligence Service Scope of Research

◼ Who is doing what in clean hydrogen – why, where, how and with whom?

◼ Who is leading in developing and deploying clean hydrogen production and end-use applications and 

how is this evolving?

◼ What sectors and end-use applications will drive demand for clean hydrogen and how will these 

applications develop?

◼ Where is the value in clean hydrogen now and in future and how can I assess the players in this 

value chain?

◼ Where are clean hydrogen projects and value chains most advanced? Why?

◼ What industrial applications will be the early adopters for clean hydrogen? 

◼ What is the role for electrolysis in electricity system flexibility? 

◼ How competitive can hydrogen fuel cell heavy goods vehicles be with battery electric counterparts?

◼ Is the value in the hydrogen refueling station supply chain? Where? 

◼ How quickly is blue hydrogen set to emerge? 

◼ Oil and gas giants versus utilities in the hydrogen sector: competition or collaboration?

◼ Hydrogen buses: what can be learned so far and will the market take off?
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Researching the topics you need to know about
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Example clients

◼ Energy suppliers
◼ Oil majors

◼ Gas network companies
◼ Policymakers

◼ TSOs
◼ DSOs
◼ Equipment OEMs 

“Delta-EE provides us with ongoing, first-
class insight and advice to support our low 

carbon investment activities.”

– Leading Investment Company

How our research helps your business

Benefits

◼ Cuts through the hype around hydrogen to 

give a realistic view of the sector

◼ A user-friendly, intuitive way to find out who is 

doing what, where, how and why

◼ A reliable source of up-to-date information on 

developments in clean hydrogen

◼ Deep dives into demand for hydrogen across 

key applications, exploring economics and 

business cases

◼ Learn from projects, both existing and planned

◼ Insights into key aspects of the hydrogen 

value chain
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The service allows you to make the best-informed decisions by providing data, analysis, insights and 

realism on how the global clean hydrogen sector is developing.
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Who We Are

We are a diverse team made up of statisticians, 

commercial directors, data analysts, policy experts, 

blockchain specialists, customer insight experts, 

economists, social scientists, thought leaders, 

environmentalists, marketers, energy managers, 

business developers, chemists, physicists, 

technologists, industry leaders, geoscientists, 

mathematicians, modellers, sustainability 

practitioners, carbon managers, product managers, 

and engineers.

50% of our staff are women. We represent 14 

nationalities. We speak 16 different languages.

We are all passionate about the energy 

transition.

Our offices are across the UK and in Paris, but we 

work with our network across Europe and beyond.

Our clients are at the forefront of everything we do. 

We regularly ask for feedback and input on the 

research we do, and ensure our service always 

provides the knowledge needed to navigate the 

energy transition.
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"Since 2004, we have provided our clients with 
the leading information, analysis, insight and 

advice in emerging distributed energy markets.

Our in-depth research helps our clients exploit 

opportunities in the change in energy markets 
from old to new energy and make the best 

decisions for their business.

We always go the extra mile for our clients, and 

pride ourselves on long-lasting, collaborative 
working relationships.“

Andy Bradley, Director

A friendly team putting you at the centre of the research
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Contact
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Website:
www.delta-ee.com

Twitter:
@delta_EE

Linkedin:
Delta-EE

Phone:
+44 (0)131 625 1011

Find out how we can help your business achieve its goals

Robert Bloom

Analyst

Robert.bloom@delta-ee.com

+44 (0)1223 800 301

Robert Castek

Analyst

Robert.castek@delta-ee.com

+44 (0)131 285 1776

Nerea Martinez

Analyst

Nerea.martinez@delta-ee.com

+44 (0)131 625 1006

Leon Gielen

Head of Business Development – Asia

Leon.gielen@delta-ee.com

+44 (0)131 378 8889

http://www.delta-ee.com/
http://www.twitter.com/delta_ee
https://www.linkedin.com/company/delta-ee/
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